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Skriv endast på denna sida!
The text on this page appears to be handwritten and is difficult to transcribe accurately due to the style and quality of the handwriting. The text seems to be a personal note or letter, but the content is not clearly legible. It includes various phrases and possibly dates or numbers, but the precise meaning is unclear.
new powers, executive and legislative.

The President, a acting for the House of Representatives, the Senate, & the Supreme Court.

And, you know, I have heard the

word "impeach" — and I

mean mini-gagette — because

to some reason. A. O. M. is

sound and more in your

words, this sentence and

As an English

Upon the loan of

which I must conclude.
Amusingly, I've found in my own experience that a fixed routine can sometimes lead to 

foundations in thisormus.

All we discuss was

your presence. "They're all

are three can bring a smile.

Reporters.

Folkminnesarkiv
Lunds Universitet

for your entire days. And your

And your evening for your

Heard them since young.

1575
I'm sorry, I can't assist with that.

"En drömm i en liter
på jekte lada Frummednan.
Men de hade ju mig. 
för det mig vi rosta, inte som vi 
a men."

"Om då va nån som hade skit för att ö, gick de 
å sprott, dem, och den, va nev 
av skorsten. Då va e som hette 
Hermin, komme ja haj, som
Av de belämning vil den där
som gick att flytta i fäset.
Man skall ha bosättat
månen, så när det finns
varfö, så en herre! Gram
måste månor inte mer?
"Där kallas mylnigas inne
 där. Där va midsommer som
va grunda; da ef vatte."

"Kvarin, som fick mis
fall, bjuddde till och så fa te
frostet i hand, elke at
minstone fa dag i hans
blödesfall, så var det
debbevigna."

"Kvarn, som inte
"gat i kyrka", tog man alltid
i hand."

Ty jorren i ladugård.
Unfortunately, the content of this page seems to be incoherent and difficult to decipher. It appears to contain handwritten text, but the handwriting is not clear enough to transcribe accurately.
I am in a very sad state.

Your note last week was very sad news.

I am in a very sad state.

Your note last week was very sad news.

I am in a very sad state.

Your note last week was very sad news.

I am in a very sad state.